Abstract. We provide a comprehensive theoretical description of low-energy quantum transport for a Coulomb-Majorana junction, where several helical Luttinger liquid nanowires are coupled to a joint mesoscopic superconductor with finite charging energy. Including the Majorana bound states formed near the ends of superconducting wire parts, we derive and analyze the Keldysh phase action describing nonequilibrium charge transport properties of the junction. The low-energy physics corresponds to a two-channel Kondo model with symmetry group SO(M ), where M is the number of leads connected to the superconductor. Transport observables, such as the conductance tensor or current noise correlations, display non-trivial temperature or voltage dependences reflecting non-Fermi liquid behavior.
Introduction
The quantum transport properties of topological insulators and topological superconductors have attracted a lot of recent interest [1, 2] . One prominent example concerns the localized Majorana bound states (MBSs) forming at the boundaries of one-dimensional topological superconductor wires. Thanks to their non-Abelian statistics, these exotic states, once realized successfully, might become useful in topological quantum computation applications [3, 4, 5] . Majorana nanowires have been proposed for several material platforms [4] , including semiconductor (InSb or InAs) nanowires with strong spin-orbit coupling, where the topological phase is realized in a Zeeman field by proximity coupling to a conventional s-wave BCS superconductor [6, 7] . Once such a nanowire is contacted to a normal metal electrode, the MBS builds up a zero energy resonance, which in turn causes a resonant Andreev reflection conductance peak in the tunneling conductance [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] . Signatures of this type have been observed experimentally [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , although an unambiguous identification as Majorana bound states is pending.
Here we study the possibility of realizing and observing novel quantum transport phenomena caused by Coulomb interactions in Majorana devices, including non-Fermi liquid behavior. We analyze the 'Coulomb-Majorana junction' schematically shown in Fig. 1 , where a floating (not grounded) mesoscopic superconductor is responsible for the proximity-induced pairing in several (N) Majorana nanowires. The nanowire parts not in contact to the superconductor serve as normal-conducting leads (as in the experiments of Ref. [19] ), and we have M ≤ 2N normal leads. Near each boundary of a given superconducting wire part, we assume the existence of a MBS, see Fig. 1 . In total, we then have 2N Majorana fermions on the central superconducting island ('dot'). The dominant coupling between the dot and the jth lead involves tunneling through the respective MBS with coupling strength t j . Additional coupling mechanisms turn out to be irrelevant on energy scales below the proximity-induced gap [17] , which is the regime of interest here. In the absence of Coulomb interactions, the standard resonant Andreev reflection picture applies where currents flowing through different leads are completely decoupled [8] . This decoupling includes noise correlations and all higherorder cumulants.
Coulomb interactions now play a two-fold role in this system. First, for each of the M nanowire parts representing a 'lead electrode' (without pairing but including the Zeeman field and spin-orbit coupling), interactions imply that we are dealing with an effectively spinless helical Luttinger liquid (hLL). The hLL is characterized by a dimensionless interaction parameter g ≤ 1 [24, 25, 26] , where g = 1 corresponds to the non-interacting limit. Second, we also have on-dot Coulomb interactions. Several works have already shown that MBSs survive the presence of weak repulsive electronelectron interactions in the superconducting nanowire [27, 28, 29] . However, these interactions also introduce correlations between the Majoranas and thereby entangle different connecting leads for a device as shown in Fig. 1 . Here we shall focus on the universal regime of long (compared to the typical MBS size) and well-separated Majorana wires, such that all direct tunneling couplings connecting the Majoranas can be neglected, and only the charging energy of the dot, E c , generates inter-wire couplings. Since Coulomb charging effects are often tunable by gate voltages, this option could be attractive for braiding protocols in Y or X junctions of Majorana nanowires, which so far have been based on direct tunneling contacts [30, 31, 32] . For M = 2, our model gives the Majorana single-charge transistor [33, 34, 35, 36, 37 , 38] which features, for instance, a universal halving of the peak conductance with increasing E c . Even more remarkable effects are predicted for M > 2 terminals, where the resonant Andreev reflection fixed point is unstable against interactions and non-Fermi liquid behavior due to a topological SO(M) Kondo effect is expected [39, 40, 41, 42, 43] . We note that only the M MBSs tunnel-coupled to lead electrodes affect our final results, while the remaining (2N −M) MBSs act as 'spectator' modes. Throughout this paper, we assume that E c is sufficiently strong to allow for charge quantization effects on the island.
To set the stage for our subsequent discussion, we now summarize the picture emerging from an effective phase action approach to the interacting problem [41] . An intuitive interpretation of tunneling processes from (into) lead j follows by viewing these as 'particles' (antiparticles) with flavor index j. At high effective energy scales, ω E c , such particles are 'asymptotically free' in the sense that the tunneling amplitudes t j independently scale upwards when lowering the scale ω during the renormalization group (RG) flow. This increase of the t j reflects a flow towards the putative resonant Andreev reflection fixed point. However, this RG flow will be stopped by 'confinement' when reaching the energy scale ω ∼ E c , where electroneutrality enforces that in-tunneling events must be followed by successive out-tunneling events. For ω E c , the theory is then best expressed in terms of 'dipoles' (strongly bound particle-antiparticle pairs) corresponding to almost instantaneous charge transmission from lead j to lead k = j. The effective dipole coupling strengths, λ jk , are subject to downward renormalization due to the well-known suppression of the hLL tunneling density of states [25] , and upward renormalization due to dipole-dipole fusion events. For M > 2 interacting leads (g < 1), this competition results in an isotropic repulsive fixed point, λ * , separating a flow towards the decoupled dot (λ → 0) from a flow towards an exotic Kondo regime (λ → ∞). It turns out that for not too large E c , the low-energy RG flow always proceeds towards the strong-coupling topological Kondo regime. As we will explain below, this corresponds to an isotropic two-channel Kondo effect with the orthogonal symmetry group SO(M), which emerges on energy scales ω < T K below the Kondo temperature T K defined in Eq. (33) below. This fixed point exhibits local non-Fermi liquid behavior and is always reached for non-interacting (g = 1) leads.
The above physics naturally determines the temperature or voltage dependence of typical quantum transport observables such as the conductance tensor, G jk , or the current noise correlations, S jk , defined in Eqs. (12) and (13) , respectively. In particular, the voltage-dependent shot noise [44] encoded in S jk may provide valuable information about two-particle entanglement and nonlocality not contained in the conductance. For small transmitted or backscattered current I, it is customary to define the Fano factor, F = S/eI, comparing the shot noise to its Poissonian reference value. For conventional Coulomb-blockaded spin-degenerate quantum dots, shot noise in the sequential tunneling regime is generally sub-Poissonian, F ≤ 1, while cotunneling allows for super-Poissonian noise [45, 46] . At energies below E c , a single-channel Kondo effect with symmetry group SU(2) can be realized in such a setting, where for voltages above the Kondo temperature, V > T K , shot noise shows logarithmic scaling,
with a peak around V ∼ T K [47] . For V ≪ T K , one finds shot noise suppression, S ∼ V 3 , from a local Fermi liquid approach [48, 49, 50] , implying the universal Fano factor F = 5/3 also observed experimentally [51, 52] . (Intra-lead interactions, g < 1, weakly affect this result [53] .) When additional orbital degeneracies are present, an SU(N) variant of this scenario can be realized, where local Fermi liquid theory holds again [54, 55, 56, 57] . The Fano factor remains universal (but different from 5/3) in the SU(N) Kondo regime, cf. Table I in Ref. [55] . Experimental studies of shot noise for SU(4) Kondo dots have also been reported [58, 59] . Finally, a two-channel SU(2) Kondo effect was observed in Ref. [60] . However, the energy dependence of transport observables is expected to differ from the two-channel SO(M) case at hand.
The structure of the remainder of article is as follows. In Sec. 2, the model is described and the phase action determining the Keldysh generating functional will be derived. The latter gives access to the full counting statistics of charge transport in this system. In Sec. 3, we consider the theory on energy scales below E c . We discuss in detail the connection of the phase action approach to the topological Kondo effect, including a derivation of the dual 'instanton' action capturing the physics below the Kondo temperature. Our results for the differential conductance and, in particular, for the shot noise tensor, are presented in Sec. 4, followed by concluding remarks in Sec. 5 . Technical details can be found in the Appendix, and we often use units with e = = k B = 1.
Model and Keldysh phase action
Consider the multiterminal Coulomb-Majorana junction with M connecting leads schematically shown in Fig. 1 . We start by introducing an appropriate Hamiltonian describing this system on energy scales below the proximity-induced superconducting gap in the nanowires. 
where the dimensionless offset charge n g can be continuously varied by a background gate voltage. Next the semi-infinite (x > 0) hLL leads, with tunneling contacts connecting the respective lead to the dot at x = 0, are described by dual pairs of bosonic fields, φ j (x) and θ j (x), with the hLL Hamiltonian [17, 25] 
For simplicity, we assume identical Fermi velocity v and hLL parameter g for all wires, with weakly repulsive interactions such that 1/2 < g ≤ 1. The bosonized right-or leftmoving fermion annihilation operator reads [25] 
, where a is a short distance cutoff. We have also introduced a set of auxiliary Majorana fermions η j , with {η j , η k } = δ jk , to represent the 'Klein factors' [26, 61] enforcing fermion anticommutation relations between different leads. To ensure open boundary conditions at x = 0 in the absence of tunneling, we require ψ j,L (0) = ψ j,R (0), thereby pinning all boson fields θ j (0) = 0. The lead fermion operators near x = 0 are thus written as Ψ j = a −1/2 η j e iφ j (x=0) . Finally, as derived in Refs. [33, 35] , the tunneling Hamiltonian connecting leads and dot reads
where 
describes the current flowing from the jth lead towards the dot.
Real-time phase action
We next derive an action S representing the above second-quantized Hamiltonian. In anticipation of our later application of the Keldysh formalism, we consider a real-time version of the theory with the action
where
. . are the real or Grassmann valued field variables corresponding to the operatorsN c ,φ, d, d † , . . . [24] . We start out by integrating over all those variables of the theory which do not enter in a non-trivial (non-quadratic) form. The fact that the tunneling operator couples only to the field amplitudes φ suggests to integrate over the conjugate fields θ j (x, t), which yields the φ-representation of the hLL action,
Similarly, integration over N c brings the charging action S c into the form
where the presence of the integer-valued winding number W reflects the discreteness of the variable N c . The summation over the winding number W encodes charge quantization due to the charging energy. We below consider only n g values close to an integer, where the charge state of the dot is well defined. As we show in Appendix A, the W summation can then effectively be discarded. We next remove the term ∼φd α d α by the gauge transformation d α → e −iϕ d α . A side effect of this transformation is that the tunneling action S t now assumes a more symmetric form,
where we introduced the notation Φ j (t) = φ j (x = 0, t). In addition, we turned back to dot-Majorana fields,
, and defined σ j ≡ 2iγ j η j . In essence, the Majorana fermions have been removed from the charging energy (1) through this gauge transformation, and now couple to ϕ only through the tunneling term (8) . Since our model assumes all direct tunneling matrix elements between different MBSs to vanish, the Majorana fermions only appear through the M operatorsσ j . By construction, these operators do (i) commute with the system Hamiltonian, [H,σ j ] = 0, (ii) square to unity,σ 2 j = 1, and (iii) mutually commute, [σ j ,σ k ] = 0. According to (iii), all operatorsσ j can be diagonalized simultaneously. According to (i) and (ii), the two possible eigenvalues σ j = ±1 are dynamically conserved. Instead of working with the operatorsσ j and the Grassmann action piece S f in Eq. (5) explicitly, we may therefore multiply each tunneling amplitude ∼ sin(Φ j + ϕ) with an independent sign factor σ j = ±1 and then sum over these.
Next, we note that a uniform shift, Φ j (t) → Φ j (t) + π, only changes the sign of the respective tunneling term but leaves the remaining action invariant. The sign factor σ j can thereby be gauged away, and the perturbation series in S t will automatically contain only even orders in t j . The above reasoning allows us to ignore all Grassmann fields as well as the sign factors σ j . It is worth noting that this is an enormous simplification compared to other multiple Luttinger liquid tunneling contexts [61, 62, 63, 64] , where the presence of Klein factors (η j ) leads to complicated correlations. To summarize the above steps, the effective real-time action is given by S = S c + S l + S t , where
S l is defined in Eq. (6), and S t in Eq. (8) . Notice that we are left with an action involving the phase-like fields ϕ(t) and φ j (x, t) only.
Keldysh generating functional and transport observables
In the next step, we put the real-time phase action S onto a Keldysh contour and couple it to source fields, χ j , suitable for the calculation of transport observables [24] . To this end, let us imagine that the system can be described by an initial density matrix ρ 0 at time t = −t 0 /2, where tunneling between leads and dot is assumed absent. Each of the M leads thus has its own grand-canonical equilibrium density matrix with chemical potential µ j . We here do not discuss thermal transport and thus assume identical temperature T for all leads. The initial state ρ 0 is then time-evolved under the full Hamiltonian H (including tunneling) along the forward (+) part of the Keldysh time contour up to t = t 0 /2, followed by backward (−) time evolution all the way back to t = −t 0 /2. Eventually, the limit t 0 → ∞ will be taken. Using standard notation [24] , we introduce time-dependent counting fields χ j (t), probing the fluctuating current from the jth wire to the dot at time t. In terms of the dynamical lead fermion fields on the two Keldysh branches, ψ j,± (x, t), we gauge out the chemical potentials µ j and include the counting fields χ j as phase factors, ψ j,± (t) → e i[µ j t±χ j (t)/2] ψ j,± (t), which therefore appear solely in the tunneling term. Note that the counting fields appear with opposite signs on the forward and backward parts of the Keldysh contour. The resulting Keldysh generating functional, with normalization Z[0] = 1 and time-ordering operator T K along the Keldysh contour,
then encodes the complete information about charge transport statistics in our device. Expectation values involving the current operatorsÎ j in Eq. (4) follow as functional derivatives of Z[χ] with respect to the counting fields. For instance, the mean current flowing through the jth contact is given by
Under steady-state conditions, I j is time independent and we may define the multiterminal differential conductance tensor,
The temperature dependent linear conductance tensor G jk (T ) then follows from Eq. (12) in the near-equilibrium regime max|µ j − µ k | ≪ T . Similarly, the symmetrized current noise correlations are contained in [44] 
with the current fluctuation operators ∆Î j ≡Î j − I j . Under steady state conditions, S jk depends only on the time difference t − t ′ , and we switch to the Fourier-transformed noise tensor, S jk (ω). Near thermal equilibrium, the linear conductance matrix G jk and the Johnson-Nyquist noise tensor S jk are linked by the fluctuation dissipation theorem [24] , S jk (ω) = ω coth(ω/2T )G jk . Likewise all higher-order cumulants can in principle be extracted from the Keldysh functional (10) . Fluctuation relations then impose symmetry relations for Z[χ] and thereby allow to generalize the fluctuation dissipation theorem to the nonequilibrium case. This implies a relation connecting the third cumulant and shot noise, cf. Ref. [65] and references therein.
Keldysh phase action
Following the steps in Sec. 2.2, we now represent Z[χ] as a functional integral over phase fields, ϕ s (t) and φ j,s (x, t), for the two Keldysh contour parts s = ±. The extension of the phase action S = S c + S l + S t to the Keldysh theory reads as
where ξ c = (ξ + + ξ − )/2 and ξ q = (ξ + − ξ − )/2 denote the classical and quantum components, respectively, of the field variables ξ = (ϕ, φ j ). The Fermi distribution functions controlling the thermal occupation of lead modes at the initial time t = −t 0 /2 are implicit in our notation.
Next we integrate over the Gaussian fluctuations of field modes away from the junction, φ(x = 0). After a Fourier transformation, S l [φ] gets thereby reduced to the action
with the Keldysh vector Φ ≡ φ(0) = (Φ c , Φ q ) T containing the lead phase fields at x = 0. The dissipative Green's function matrix in Keldysh space is
where the Keldysh component is given by
describes Ohmic dissipation generated by the 'bath' of lead modes kept at temperature T .
Finally, we remove ϕ from the tunneling term by a shift Φ j → Φ j −ϕ. This generates a linear coupling ∼ ϕΦ 0 from Eq. (14), where
Since ϕ couples only to the 'zero mode' Φ 0 , it is beneficial to represent the field vector Φ ≡ {Φ j } as 
The subsequent integration over ϕ then transforms the Keldysh action into S[Φ] = S 0 + S t , with
involving only the lead boson fields at x = 0, see Eq. (16). The zero mode Green's function G 0 follows from
The physical meaning of Eq. (19) is that at low energies, |ω| ≪ ǫ ∼ E c , the fluctuations of the zero mode Φ 0 become free, G ± 0 (ω) ∼ 1/ω 2 , as a consequence of the pinning of the conjugate charge fluctuations. Note that for E c = 0, all Φ j phase fields fluctuate independently, consistent with the completely decoupled leads in the resonant Andreev reflection picture [8] .
Topological Kondo effect
In this section, the focus will be mostly on the scaling properties of the unperturbed system, and hence we set µ j = χ j = 0 throughout. The chemical potentials and the counting fields will be restored in Sec. 4 when addressing transport observables. In a first step, we derive a Keldysh phase action describing the physics on energy scales below the charging energy.
Low-energy Keldysh phase action
Consider a perturbative expansion of Z in the tunneling couplings t j , with the effective Keldysh phase action (18) . Adopting a Coulomb gas picture, we interpret the 'scattering operators' O ± j,s (t) = e ±iΦ j,s (t) as particles ('quarks') and antiparticles living on the time axis. Each particle carries a 'flavor' index j = 1, . . . , M, the Keldysh contour index s = ±, and has the coupling constant ('charge') −it j /2. To study the properties of this interacting particle gas, we employ standard RG methods [24] . In a given RG step, all 'fast' Φ(ω) modes within the energy shell Λ/b < |ω| < Λ are integrated out, with rescaling parameter b > 1 and the high-energy cutoff Λ initially given by the proximity gap. At the end of the RG step, we rescale all energies, ω → bω, and thus Λ remains invariant. In a first stage of the RG analysis, we follow the RG flow by subsequently integrating over all modes from ω = Λ down to ω = E c [66] . For small t j , the particle density is low and different t j renormalize independently. Noting from Eqs. (18) and (19) that for ω > E c , the zero mode Φ 0 stays basically unaffected by the charging energy, the t j are relevant scaling fields with net scaling dimension 1 − 1/2g [17] . Once the RG flow has reached the energy scale ω = E c , the renormalized tunneling couplings are given by
The resulting increase of t j during the RG flow implies that the system approaches the resonant Andreev reflection fixed point. However, this scenario gets modified by the charging term at energy scales ω < E c , where the zero mode Φ 0 is governed by a nearly 'free' action corresponding to G ± 0 (ω) ∼ 1/ω 2 in Eq. (19) . Integration over the fast zero mode, see Appendix A, now generates a linear 'confinement' potential between tunneling operators sitting on the same branch s = ± of the Keldysh contour,
which binds particles with flavor j and antiparticles with flavor k = j together; for k = j, only inconsequential particle-antiparticle annihilation events occur. Notice that only the α part of Φ in Eq. (16), which is orthogonal to the zero mode, determines the O jk operators. For low energies, ω E c , the physically relevant degrees of freedom then correspond to the composite objects ('dipoles') described by O jk -within our highenergy physics analogy, these are quark-antiquark pairs ('mesons'). This indicates that the effective phase action should describe an interacting dipole gas. The dipoles have symmetric coupling strengths λ jk = λ kj > 0, and therefore S t will be effectively given by cos-terms; we put λ jj = 0 since particle-antiparticle annihilation processes give no dynamical contribution. Written again in terms of the phase fields Φ = (Φ 0 , α), with S 0 defined in Eq. (18), the low-energy Keldysh phase action follows as
which describes the physics of our system on energy scales ω < E c . In physical terms, the λ jk describe the amplitude for processes where a particle is transferred from lead j to lead k (or back), with virtual occupation of the dot during a timespan of order E −1
c . Within our low-energy approach, this corresponds to instantaneous particle transfer, dubbed 'teleportation' in Ref. [33] . The 'bare' λ jk , defined at the high-energy cutoff scale ω = E c of the effective action (22) , are positive and may be estimated as [41] 
where a factor E −1 c comes from the time integration over the particle-antiparticle separation and the t 
Two-channel SO(M) Kondo effect
We now show that Eq. (22) naturally describes a variant of the two-channel Kondo model with SO(M) as the underlying symmetry group. This connection to Kondo physics has first been drawn in Ref. [39] . In the lead non-interacting limit, g = 1, the analogies to the Kondo model can be conveniently exposed in a refermionized language. Mainly for pedagogical purposes, we briefly discuss this fermion representation now before returning to the analysis of the bosonized action for arbitrary g. Following standard procedures [25] , we represent the fermions propagating in the now non-interacting jth lead in terms of the auxiliary right-moving fermion field ψ j (x), where 'unfolding' of the semi-infinite wire to an infinite chiral wave guide is understood. The inter-wire coupling introduced by the dot can be represented by refermionization, i.e., by writing e iΦ j = √ a η j ψ j (0). Notice that the Majoranas η j are not identical to the Klein-Majorana factors of the native model. Likewise, the effective fermions ψ j (x) differ from the original wire fermions. The effective fermion Hamiltonian equivalent to the boson representation in Eq. (22) then reads as
For this model, the coupling constants λ jk flow under renormalization according to the one-loop RG equations [39] 
where κ = O(1) is a non-universal constant. E c appears as a high-energy cutoff marking the validity limit of the action (22), and hence of the refermionized model (24) . For our present configuration of initially positive couplings, these equations predict a flow towards an isotropic configuration, λ jk → λ(1 − δ jk ), where λ grows according to
The effective Hamiltonian thus flows towards an isotropic limit,
with positive coupling J = aλ. The bilinears A jk ≡ η j η k appearing in H f define an so(M) algebra. To expose the symmetry of the model in its most obvious form, we pass to a real Majorana basis for each lead channel, ψ = µ + iν and ψ † = µ − iν, whereupon we obtain
withÂ = {A jk }. This defines a variant of the two-channel (µ, ν) Kondo model with symmetry group SO(M).
Scaling equations and Kondo temperature
We now return to the Keldysh phase action (22) and allow for g ≤ 1 again. The RG equations generalizing Eq. (25) may be obtained by standard Coulomb gas energy-shell integration, or by using the operator product expansion. The result is [41, 42] 
where γ ≡ g −1 − 1 > 0. The first term reflects the well-known power-law suppression of the tunneling density of states for Luttinger liquids [25] , and leads to a suppression of the λ jk under the RG flow. For M > 2 lead channels, the Kondo-like second contribution opposes this suppression. As a result of this competition, an isotropic intermediate fixed point emerges, λ jk = λ * (1 − δ jk ), where
Defining λ jk = λ * (1 − δ jk ) + µ jk , the RG flow in the vicinity of this fixed point is described by the linearized equations
As detailed in Appendix B, the solution approaches the isotropic configuration
where the average of coupling constants over all channel indices is denoted by
jk µ jk , and µ (1) defines the 'bare' couplings according to Eq. (23) . Equation (32) shows that (i) anisotropic deviations in the λ jk correspond to irrelevant scaling fields, vanishing during the RG flow with the non-universal scaling dimensions specified in Appendix B, and (ii) the fixed point λ * in Eq. (30) is unstable. Depending on the average value of the initial deviation off the critical configuration, the flow is either to weak coupling (for µ (1) av < 0), or towards strong coupling ( µ To explore what happens in the strong coupling regime, let us consider 'bare' couplings with λ
Neglecting both the RG-irrelevant anisotropic contributions and the now inessential term linear in λ, Eq. (29) simplifies to the standard Kondo form (26) . With the 'Kondo temperature' defined by
the resulting RG flow diverges at ω ∼ T K . Clearly, the perturbative RG analysis then ceases to be valid. The physics on even lower energy scales is best discussed by switching to a dual action, as we discuss next.
Dual Keldysh phase action: Below T K
Assuming λ (1) av > λ * and very low energy scales ω T K , the coupling λ effectively approaches the strong-coupling limit, where the fields Φ j are confined near the minima of S t in Eq. (22) . The dominant excitations of Φ = (Φ 0 , α) are occasional tunneling events between neighboring minima (in a slight abuse of notation referred to as 'instantons'), where Φ j,s → Φ j,s ± 2π. Noting that Φ 0 does not enter the tunneling action in Eq. (22),
, we now perform a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation to dual fields (Θ 0 , β), corresponding to the conjugate lead boson fields {θ j (x = 0)}. We thus represent
with the M − 1 time-dependent 'discrete' variables β i = (β i,c , β i,q ) T , and β 0 ≡ 0. Here we used the reciprocity relation G(ω) = −(π/2ω) 2 τ 1G −1 (ω)τ 1 , whereG = g 2 G differs from G only by the parameter exchange g → 1/g and the Pauli matrix τ 1 acts in Keldysh space. Similar relations hold forG 0 . The linear couplings in the second line of the transformed action indicate that the variables (Φ 0 , Θ 0 ) and (α, ∆β) indeed form canonical pairs.
The integration over the unrestricted zero mode Φ 0 now generates the constraint Θ 0 = 0, which in physical terms implies current conservation at the dot. Turning to the nonlinear variables α, the least costly excitations correspond to m-instanton configurations defined by a sequence of 2π-steps occurring at times t a , Φ ia,sa → Φ ia,sa + 2πσ a , with Keldysh indices s a = ± and jump directions σ a = ± (a = 1, . . . , m). Taking into account the constraint Θ 0 = 0, the Fourier representation of this multiinstanton profile follows from the equation
with the Keldysh vectors g ± = 1 2
(1, ±1) T , the standard unit vectors f i in (M − 1)-dimensional space, and f 0 ≡ 0. Geometrically, the solutions to Eq. (35) correspond to lattice vectors of a hyper-triangular lattice embedded into the (M − 1)-dimensional hyperplane perpendicular to the vector e 0 . Substituting Eq. (35) into the action (34), and denoting the tunneling action for a single instanton by iS inst [67] , we obtain the multi-instanton action as imS inst + S (m) with
Integrating over the instanton times t a , summing over i a = 1, . . . , M − 1 and the indices σ a , s a = ±, and taking into account all orders m, we finally arrive at the dual Keldysh phase action,
where the coupling constant y ∼ e −S inst vanishes for λ → ∞. We have also derived the action (36) by using a Villain approximation of the cos-terms in Eq. (22), similar to the approach taken in Ref. [17] for the single lead (M = 1) case.
The scaling dimension 1 − ∆ M of the nonlinear perturbation ∼ y in Eq. (36) now follows from the auxiliary relations (
, where i </> is the smaller/larger of the indices i and i ′ , and
First-order renormalized perturbation theory [25] then yields
see also Refs. [42, 68, 69] . For weakly repulsive interactions,
< g ≤ 1, the scaling dimension 1 − ∆ M is negative and hence describes a RG-irrelevant perturbation. At higher orders in perturbation theory, additional operators ∼ cos(β i − β j ) with |i − j| > 1 may be generated. However, Eq. (37) implies that these are even more irrelevant than the perturbation in Eq. (36). Overall, the analysis above demonstrates the stability of the strong-coupling SO(M) Kondo fixed point λ → ∞. 
, see Eq. (23). These dipole couplings enter the effective low-energy action (22) , and constitute the scaling variables during the second stage of the RG flow (where ω E c ). Depending on whether the average value λ (1) av is larger or smaller than the repulsive fixed point λ * ∝ E c , the system now flows either to strong coupling (λ → ∞), or to the decoupled fixed point λ = 0; cf. the trajectories starting with and • symbols, resp. Inter-channel deviations in the coupling strengths are irrelevant and scale to zero with non-universal scaling dimensions.
Discussion
Let us now summarize the full picture emerging for the scaling of the coupling constants all the way from high energy scales (comparable to the bandwidth Λ set by the proximity gap) down to the actually probed scale set by temperature or applied voltages; for illustration, see Fig. 2 . Lowering the energy scale from ω = Λ, the direct single-particle tunneling couplings t j grow independently. This growth will stop at the energy scale ω ∼ E c , where confinement sets in. The weaker the charging energy E c , the larger the coupling constants may become before this flow stops, see Eq. (20) . For ω E c , the theory is instead governed by a system of 'dipoles' coupled at strength λ jk , with the 'bare' values λ (1) jk in Eq. (23) . Everything now depends on whether the 'bare' coupling strength averaged over all configurations, λ (1) av , is larger or smaller than the unstable isotropic fixed point λ * in Eq. (30) . For λ
av > λ * , the RG flow proceeds towards a strong-coupling SO(M)-symmetric fixed point, λ j =k = λ → ∞. Deviations in the strength between different λ jk scale to zero, where the details of the flow are discussed in Appendix B. Note that in conventional multi-channel Kondo proposals, anisotropy is a relevant perturbation and easily destabilizes the Kondo fixed point [25] . In contrast, the present system is robust in that it flows towards an isotropic configuration. If the charging energy is too large for λ (1) av to reach λ * , the flow will be towards an equally isotropic configuration with λ → 0 [41] . In this limit, we recover the conventional Luttinger liquid junction behavior [61, 62, 63, 64] , where all leads effectively decouple from the dot at very low energies.
Transport observables
In this section, we address the differential conductance tensor, G jk , defined in Eq. (12), and the shot noise tensor, S jk = S jk (ω = 0, T = 0), defined in Eq. (13) . Within our phase action approach, Z[χ] has been represented as Keldysh functional integral over the phase fields Φ = (Φ 0 , α), or the dual β variables. For large E c and g < 1, the system flows towards the decoupled fixed point λ = 0, where perturbative expansion in λ jk with the action (22) yields the low-energy dependence of all transport observables. This decoupled fixed point has been studied in depth before [25, 63] and implies a Luttinger power-law suppression of the linear conductance, G jk ∼ T 2/g−2 , at low temperatures. The shot noise near the decoupled fixed point has also been analyzed [70] .
We here focus on the case of intermediate charging energy E c with M > 2 leads, where the RG flow is towards the strong-coupling Kondo fixed point as long as ∆ M > 1, with ∆ M in Eq. (38). Using the energy scale Ω = max(|µ j − µ k |, T ), we may now distinguish three different regimes. First, in the high energy regime, Ω > E c , the charging energy does not significantly affect the noninteracting resonant Andreev reflection scenario. The Keldysh phase action is then given by Eq. (18) with G 0 → G, and it is straightforward to derive the temperature dependence of the linear conductance, G jk ∼ T −2+1/g . Putting g = 1, the well known 1/T scaling of the zero bias anomaly peak conductance at high temperatures is recovered [4] . Similarly, the shot noise here corresponds to the Fano factor F = 2 found in the resonant Andreev reflection regime [15] .
Proceeding to lower energies, Ω < E c , the charging energy implies dipole formation as described by the action S[Φ] = S 0 + S t in Eq. (22) . The chemical potentials and the counting fields can be included by shifting Φ j (t) → Φ j (t) + (μ j t,χ j (t)/2) T in S t . Gauge invariance implies that these appear only through the quantities
The regime T K < Ω < E c could then be analyzed by perturbation theory in the λ jk . However, we here only discuss the most interesting low-energy regime, Ω < T K , where the dual Keldysh action S[β] in Eq. (36) applies. The chemical potentials and counting fields then yield the additional action piece
with the Pauli matrix τ 1 in Keldysh space. By usingμ j andχ j , current conservation is automatically maintained, and thus the conductance sum rule M j=1 G jk = 0 always holds. Since the nonlinear perturbation ∼ y in Eq. (36) is RG-irrelevant, the transport observables for Ω < T K follow by expanding ln
in powers of y, where we report only on the lowest two nontrivial orders (n = 0, 2). The unitary limit behavior follows by putting y = 0 in S[β]. Performing the remaining Gaussian field integration over β, we find ln
Some algebra gives for the second-order contribution the result
where the lead 'bath' correlation function is given by
The linear conductance tensor then follows from Eq. (12), see also Ref. [42] ,
where c 0 = O(1) and
with Γ denoting the Gamma function. Equation (45) defines the Kondo temperature from the perspective of the strong coupling theory. In Eq. (33), we had identified T K as the low energy scale where the coupling constants of the weak coupling theory diverge. At lower energies, we are operating in the realm of the dual strong coupling theory discussed presently. The validity regime of the latter is limited by a high energy scale ∼ T K , where the corrections due to infrared irrelevant nonlinearities remain strong enough to produce O(1) corrections to the asymptotic Gaussian fixed point theory. Our perturbative analysis identifies this scale as in Eq. (45) , which may be regarded as a definition of T K in terms of the dual coupling constant. Equation (44) describes an isotropically hybridized multiterminal junction. Following standard arguments [6, 71, 72, 73] , when the one-dimensional nanowire 'leads' are eventually connected to wide bulk reservoirs, the prefactor g in Eq. (44) is replaced by the Fermi liquid value of the reservoirs, g → 1. The T 2∆ M −2 power-law corrections to the unitary limit should be contrasted to the corresponding √ T temperature dependence for the two-channel SU(2) Kondo case [60] .
In the zero temperature limit, Eq. (43) yields J(t) ≃ ∆ M ln(E c |t|) and K(t) ≃ π 2 ∆ M sgn(t). It is then straightforward to establish that the currents,
receive the 'backscattering' corrections
Turning to the T = 0 shot noise tensor, we find that a finite contribution may arise only in order y 2 . This shot noise suppression in the unitary limit is a direct consequence of the 'free' zero mode dynamics. Note that also the cross-correlations between different terminals are suppressed, despite of the current partitioning implied by Eq. (44) . Equation (42) yields the shot noise tensor
To define the Fano factors in this multiterminal setting, it is customary [74] to compare S jk to the backscattered currents (47) . Writingμ j ∼ V with an overall 'voltage' scale, we observe that the Fano factors are again universal (independent of V or T K ). Taking, for instance, µ 1 = V and µ j>1 = −V /(M − 1), the Fano factor pertaining to the first lead is
For M ≫ 1, we recover the effectively noninteracting Fano factor F = 2 predicted by the resonant Andreev reflection picture [15] . Shot noise measurements could thus probe the noninteger scaling dimensions ∆ M associated with non-Fermi liquid behavior in this two-channel SO(M) Kondo problem.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have analyzed a multiterminal Coulomb-Majorana junction, where the junction is formed by a mesoscopic superconductor containing Majorana bound states due to the presence of helical nanowires. For M attached leads, a two-channel Kondo model with symmetry group SO(M) emerges when the charging energy of the 'dot' is finite. Salient features of this Kondo effect include dynamically generated universality -no fine tuning of coupling constants is required to establish the underlying SO(M) symmetry -, and non-Fermi liquid scaling in the vicinity of the strong coupling fixed point. It stands to reason that this scaling might become observable by transport measurements.
We close by re-emphasizing two assumptions crucial to the physics discussed here. First, the relevant energy scales (e.g., temperature, applied voltages, or the charging energy) should be below the superconducting gap to avoid quasiparticle excitations. Second, direct tunneling processes between Majorana bound states are assumed absent. This issue is probably important for presently discussed implementations, where the typical MBS size is believed to be of the order of several 100 nm. Direct tunneling is an RG-relevant perturbation, like the magnetic Zeeman field in the usual Kondo problem, and is expected to strongly affect the Kondo physics reported here. Since tunneling spoils the usefulness of our Klein-Majorana fusion trick, a modified theoretical approach would also be necessary to describe this situation. We hope that future work will address this challenge, as well as the experimental realization of this proposal. We are now ready to integrate over the 'free' zero mode Φ 0 , which yields Z (W ) = Dαe , where secondorder cumulant expansion in the tunneling amplitudes t j gives S t = S (W ) t W . In effect, the kernel ν (W ) is thereby replaced by ν(τ ) = ν (W ) (τ ) W . Explicitly, we find the 'dipole confinement' kernel ν(τ ) = e −2Ec|τ |/π ϑ(n g + T τ, iπT /E c ) + ϑ(n g − T τ, iπT /E c ) 2Z 0 (n g ) , (A.1)
where ϑ is the Jacobi theta function, and Z 0 (n g ) = ϑ(n g , iπT /E c ) is the partition function of the isolated dot; note that Z 0 (n g + 1) = Z 0 (n g ). The kernel (A.1) is shown for various values of n g in Fig. A1 . For nearly integer n g , the winding number average has little effect on the confinement kernel, which is well approximated by retaining only the W = 0 sector, ν(τ ) ≈ ν (W =0) (τ ). Only when n g is close to half-integer values, dipole formation -which is induced by an exponential decay of the kernel ν(τ ) -will be disrupted. We here assume n g to stay away from half-integer values, such that winding number effects play no important role. In the main text, we then discuss only the W = 0 sector and approximate Eq. (A.1) by Eq. (21).
